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SUMMARY 
Let u > 3 and j? > ye/( r/e- 1) be ree,l numbers and let &=p-ve/( ve- 1). Let a and 
p be relatively prime positive integers. Let Va(X, Y) denote the number of positive 
integers < X and z a (mod q), whose largest prime factor is < Y. There exists 
& computable qo(u, 8) such that, for q > qo, 
!P,,(q’@, qfl) > q@-l exp {- ae (log~+6+W 
where T = ma;x {log log u, 4 + log (~/Be)}. 
$ 1. Let X and Y be positive real numbers, a and q positive integers. 
Let ul(X, Y) denote the number of positive integers <X whose largest 
prime factor is < Y. Let Ya(X, Y) denote the number of integers con- 
tributing to U(X, Y) which are = a (mod a). 
Many estimates have been given for Y(X, Y), derived by a variety 
of methods both analytic and elementary. The same cannot be said for 
pa(X, Y). As is usually the case for problems of this type, there is little 
additional difficulty if q is assumed to be fixed end uniform results are 
available provided that q is quite small compared to X and Y (eg. q less 
than a fixed power of log Y). See [5] for a summary of known results. 
In a recent paper, [2], HALBERSTAM has used an elementary argument 
to derive a lower bound for !J’(X, Y). One of the virtues of his method 
is that it can be used, in conjunction with the Brun-Titchmarsh theorem, 
to give a lower bound for Y,(X, Y) which is valid for a fairly wide rsnge 
of the modulus. Such a result is the purpose of this paper. In particular, 
we prove: 
THEOREM: Let u> 3 and /l> I/e/Q/e - 1) be real numbers and let PO = 
B-VW-l). A ssume (a, q) = 1. There exists s, computable qo(u, /?) such 
that, for q > qo, 
ff’d@@, as) > a”B-’ exp 
( 
(p-w2$e (log u + 6+ 5”) 
I 
where T = max {log log u, 4 + log (/?//lo)}. 
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Comments: (1) It is clear that the assumption (a, q) = 1 does not 
significantly affect the generality of the problem. 
(2) The constants 6 and 4 can easily be improved although, unlike 
the result in [Z], it is not clear that they can be replaced by a function 
tending to 0 aa zd -+ 00. They have been chosen largely to simplify the 
statement of the theorem as has the restriction on u. 
(3) The easing of the restriction on /l would be of interest. The proof 
comes very close to succeeding for arbitrary /3 > 1. The derivation of any 
positive lower bound for arbitrary /3> 0 seems much more difficult and 
would immediately imply the Vinogradov conjecture on the least quadratic 
non-residue. On the other hand, the BURGESS estimate, [l], for the least 
primitive root implies that, for fixed /? > 2, there exist a~(/?) and m(q, /?) 
such that, if q is a prime > qo and U>UO, then !P@(q@@, qp) > 0. 
$ 2. Let /?>l, Y=qfi and X=Y*. We assume that (a,q)=l and 
0 <a< q. All implied constants are taken to be absolute unless specific 
mention is made to the contrary. p always denotes a prime. 
Define ya(X, Y) =q!Pa(X, Y)/X. We have, for Y >Z> q, the functional 
equation 
(1) yaw, Y) = yaw, 2) + I<p<p SYw-1 ($,P) 2 
where a~.+ is the residue class r (mod q) determined by rp E a (mod q). 
This equation follows immediately from the corresponding equation 
ya(X, Y)-ya(X9 2)s zc;gr yap-1 ($, P) 
which is derived by grouping the integers contributing to the left side 
in accordance with their largest prime divisor. 
LEA 1: A. If Ocu=zzl and p<X, 
JUa(X, Y)>l--$. 
B. If l<u<2, and Y>eq, 
ya(X, Y) > 1 - 2 log ($2) +O(&) 
where the implied constant depends on p. Under the additional restriction 
/3> 2, the implied constant becomes absolute. 
PROOF: A. In this case !Pa(X, Y) is just the number of positive 
integers <X and s a (mod q) and hence = 1 + [(X-a)/q] . Thus, 
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B. Define F&X, Y) to be the number of positive integers <X and 
3 a (mod q) whose largest prime divisor exceeds Y. Since u < 2, we have 
Fa(X, Y) = m&,y ( n e, am-5 q) -4Y9 am-l, PI ) 
w/L-*1-1 
and, applying the Brun-Titchmarsh theorem in the form 
we have 
We estimate the sum 
(tn. al-1 
lZ 
1 
c Pm 
m<XIP m log (x/%?) djbn.a) 
Using the estimate, valid for Y >eq, 
r C X/Yd r log tx/r@) 
we have, 
(3) s= 
7 da 
yloglog@ - log log(;) $ 9 +E 
d&X/Y d %&Y 
where 
Since, 
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(by Theorem 329 of [3]), 
by Theorem 328 of [3]. 
We now distinguish two cases. 
Case I: X/Y < exp (log log p)2. 
We have 
s< 
( 
log log: - log log; 
) 2 ;+E 
d<XIY 
< 47) -$og(‘+ff+)) +E 
210g txIy) +E 
log Y 
so that 
fa(X, Y) < 
X 
(B-wGi’ 
Case II: X/Y > exp (log log q)2. 
We have 
by Lemma 1.1.7 of [4]. 
Furthermore, 
T 
Ad) 
,=2&Y 
7 log log 
fEi 
= log log- ; $ F+o( E ~(1,1,%_10,,,,$))~ 
d&Y ddXlY 
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The last sum we break up into two parts as 
zi < 
X 
log log 7 - log log $ 2 ; 
dla 
d<XIY 
d > t?x~ (log 108 QJ’ 
which, again by Lemma 1.1.7 of [4], is 
(6) 
(7) 
<‘oP m@-ww~log up-1 4(q) -- 
1% !I ( > B-1 qvlogp’ 
Cl< log 
( log x~~o~;-1~g410g 4)1) & ; 
< dlog 1% !P 
(B - 1Md 1% P g 
NJ) (1% log PI4 
(B-l)qlog q * 
By (2), we have 
Fa(x’ ‘) < % -,+,: m log (br jmp) 
. = 
which, by (3) and (4), is 
(B - 
I( 
log log; - log log 
d<X/Y 
+o 
Substituting (5) in the main term and (6) and (7) in the first error term, 
we get 
Fa(X, Y)< y log 
X 
log 7 - log log f 
Combining this with the result for case I, we get, in either case, 
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Now, 
ya(X, Y) = x q (1+ pyg -F&c Y)) 
>l-%(g +0(&y) +O((B-l;j@j) +wl-‘~) 
from which the result follows. 
LEM~ 2: Let E> 0 be given and let b= (I/e/(ve - 1)) +E. For /l>b, 
define 
. p-j e 
4% 4 = mm T, 9+6 . ( 1 
Let S be real subject to 0~6 =zzo(/l, E) and let k> 2 be an integer. Define 
y(hB,@=l+ ( p--8)-1)(1- ;) 
and assume that o(j3, E) <ug y(E, p, 6). Then, there exists qi(k, 6, E) such 
that, for ql <q-c +X, 
where, for k= 2, the empty product is taken to be 1. 
PROOF : We proceed by induction on k. 
If k=2 and a(,!?,e)<u<l, Lemma 1A gives 
ya(X, Y) > 1 - $ >&>26. 
If k= 2 and 1 <u< ~(2, /?, 6), UC 2 so Lemma 1B applies and, 
ya(X, Y) > 1 - 2 log (y-3 +o(&) 
>1-2log(Ve (l--d))+0 & ( > 
2326+S2+ 0 - 
( > v&i 
> 26 if q > ql(2, 6, E) = exp (c&*) 
where c is some positive absolute constant and q1 is non-increasing as a 
function of S. 
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We now suppose that k > 3, and that the result is known for 2, . . . , k - 1, 
for all ,$ >j and all 6 G a(/?, E). For n> 1, we have, by the functional 
equation (l), provided that Yllh>q, 
where pap = Y@/p. 
We can assume that u> y(k - 1, /3,6), and we wish to show that each 
term in this last sum satisfies the inductive hypotheses. 
(A.) From cr(/?, 8) <E/(9 + 4s) it follows that 
1 
b-l+ ~~(l-(y)-l+; 
and for ka3, /?>j, we have 
Yu 
7 
> Yu-l> 2q, 
for q>qs(E). 
We choose 
6 
h=l+ k(l-6)’ 
(C.1 Since 4% E)< (B-/WV, a straight-forward computation reveals 
that Yllh > q5. 
(D.1 u,<&-l< 1+ i ( ~(14-1) (l- ;))(1+ &)) -1 
and another computation shows that this is 
where 
B <y(k-bX, 
This completes the check of the inductive hypotheses. 
For BP, we have the estimate, 
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Also, 
= log(l+ &) +o(&) (since l<h<2) 
> k(l:d)( 
62 
’ k(l-6) -*ky1-8)2 +O 
1 -- 
( > logq 
6 6 
QiT) ) for q>q4(k, 6) 
> ; for q>qa(k, 6). 
Note that we may take qd= exp (~2 k2/@) where c2 is absolute. Assum- 
ing that ql(k- 1, 8, E) is a non-increasing function of 6 and choosing 
qdk 6, e)=max q ( l(kl,~,&),4g(&)iq4(k,B)), 
we see that ql(k, 6, E) is also non-increasing in 6, and, for q>ql(k, 6, E), 
which completes the proof. 
$ 3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM: Applying Lemma 2, we have, for 
q> qdk, 4 4 
~0, Y)>4 exp - log (k!)-(k-l) log 
>4exp - log (k!)-(k-1) log 
It is easily checked that the choice 
k= l+ 
C 
2uP 
(B- l)(l --We 1 
satisfies the restriction imposed by the lemma. Using the relation, valid 
for t>4, 
log ([t]!)<(t+#)log t-t+2, 
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a somewhat lengthy calculation gives, under the additional assumptions 
u>3 and S<l/logu, 
y&C Yb exp -2uB (logu+ log 
(B- We 
For given /2, we are still free to choose E (and hence b) subject to PC/?. 
Choosing E =/&//I, it is easily checked that fi<b and that (!-&9p 
<e/(9+4@. 
Finally, we choose 
6= min 
( 
1 p-J 
log’ 9f!? 1 
and this yields the result stated in the theorem, 
REMARK: A closer examination of the proof reveals the following 
uniformity to the result. If ul> 3 and @l>e*/(e*- l), then the estimate 
of the theorem holds with one and the same qo, for all u, /I with 3 cu Q ui, 
BSBl* 
I am grateful to Professor N. G. de Bruijn for suggesting the possibility 
of such a result. 
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